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THE ELLIPTIC MODULAR PUNCTIOTTS ASSOCIATED \7ITH
THE ELLIPTIC NORIvI CURVE e\
INTRODUCTIOr!
.
The elliptic norm curve E in space admits a group Cr^^- of col-
lineations, and in f3.ct there is a single infinity of such curves
v/hich admit the same group. A particular i^'^ of the family is distin-
guished by the coordinates of a point on a modular curve, the ratios
of these coordinates being elliptic modular functions defined by the
modular group congruent to the identity (mod. n). In the group G^^o-
there are certain involutory collineations with tv;o fixed spaces.
If E IS projected from one fix .d space upon the other, a family of
rational curves C mapping the fa^mily of E 's is obtained. The quad-
ratic irrationally separating involutory pairs on e"^ involves the co-
ordinates of a point on the modular curve and a parameter t of a mem-
ber of the family of C*^.
Dr. B. I. Miller has discussed the elliptic norr: curves for n =
3,4,5, In these cases the genus of the modular group is zero and
a point of the modular curve can be denoted by a value of the para-
meter . The irrationality separating involutory pairs on E was
used by her to define an elliptic parameter
where Oi'y is the tetrehedral, octahedral or icosahedral form , The
above form of u is invariant under all the cogredient transformations
of t and Y wnich leave unaltered.
See Trans., American i.iathematical ooc. Vol. 17 (1916) p. 259-
n.
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2The oases considered by Dr. Miller are relatively simple due to
the fact that the modular group is of genus zero. In this paper the
case n = 7 for which the genus is three, one which is fairly typical
of the general case, is subjected to a similar investigation. Many
of the results may be extended easily to the case T;here n is any
prime number, or in some features to the case where n is any odd num-
ber. In this discussion from the standpoint of geometry and group
theory, v/e derive the well known elliptic modular functions attached
to this group as well as some new ones and obtain a number of their
algebraic properties.
In section I the groups and subgroups associated v;ith the are
discussed and thrown into a canonical form. The equations of the
transformations from the to the fixed spaces S^, S3 and the equa-
tions of the transformations of the groups in these spaces are deriv-
ed. In section II a single Kleinian form is derived which furnish-
es the fourteen linearly independent quadrics whose complete inter-
section is the ii"^. From this form in section III the fundamental
elliptic modular functions t, : t^: are determined. Also the fam-
ilies C^, of rational curves in S^and are found . In section
IIII the loci in are discussed . The paper is closed v;-ith a sum-
mary of results obtained and a parametric representation of the E^,
In the case n = 4, Dr. Miller has pointed out that the proper-
ties of tne elliptic integral associated v/ith the E^ and the Dyck
ternary quartic should apply to Klein's quartic which occurs in the
case here considered. This has not been verified.
By a Kleinian form is meant a form in several sets of variables
invariant under isomorphic linear groups on these variables.

X. THE GROUPS CONNEUTED WITH E^.
1. Th£ Gr£U£ o£ c;ol_lin£at_ion£ of E"^ int£ It_se_lf.
The homogeneous coordinates of a point of the elliptic norm
curve E'' are
: X, : : X3 : : Xj- : : : 1 : ^ (u ) :f'(u ) : ^" (u ) : f^'\u ) : f^\u ) : J^"M
As u runs over the period parallelogram ^.,ou^ the e'' is mapped in a
six-dimensional space, . Consider now the hyperplane section
(1) Z 'x. = o
where the are constants. This is an elliptic function of the
seventh order with all its poles at u = 0. From Abel's theorem
the following relation exists among the zeros of this function
(2) u„ + u^ -f u^+ u^ + u^4- u^+ u^ =0 (mod. to, uJ^)
From (2) we conclude that
(5) ^©ven points_ £f an e''' are on a h^er2.1an_e if the sum of th£ir
£aramejters i_s congruent to_ zero_, and c£nvers£l^.
Two points P
,
P' on E^ are defined by the parameters u t-y{uj,tM'*^2.
and ^V^'o/, y^'o/^ respectively, where ;i,^^;i'and yu! are integers. The
curve vfill be made to correspond to itself if the parameter of P'
depends upon the parameter of P. Suppose that the relation be-
tween the parameters of P and P* is
If birational transformations of the curve into itself are required
then (4) must take the form
(5) u* = (au f b)/(cu + d) (ad - be ) 7^
as this is the most general one-to-one transformation of the u-plane

4into itself. Since the curve is mapprd on a period parallelogram
in the u-plane, we know tha,t if u is increased by an integer multi-
ple of the periods, u' must ohanf;e by an integer multiple of the
periods. This places certain restrictions On tiie coefficients
of (5) . They are
(6) a = t 1^ c = 0, d = 1.
Therefore the oo' birational transformations of the E into itself
are given by
(7) u» =±u f b
where b is any constant.
Among these birational transformations there are certain col-
lineations. From (2) it is clear that a hyperplane section is
carried into itself or another
, if b in (7) satisfies the congruenc
(8) 7b = (mod.
The obvious irreducible solutions of this congruence are
(9) b = 0, b=^^;/7, b = ^^/7
If we set
(10) ^A^-^ iaj,/y (i, j = 0,1,...,6)
The irreducible solutions (9) furnish the substitutions
%, : u* = u + oj^,
(11) S,, : u' = u + ou,^
V : u' = - u
a may have the additional values, ± ^^tjn in the harmonic and
equianharmonic cases. See Klein-Fricke ; Theorie der elliptisohen
Modulfunktion
,
Vol. 2 p. 241. Hearafter the initials K. F. will
be used to refer to this work.
Compare also Segre ; Mathematische Annalen, Vol. 27 (1886) p. 296.

S^, and S,o are collineations of period 7 and generate a group G
which is Abelian in its elements since
(12) si = si = S,-. i,j = 0,1, ---,6.
V is a collineation of period 2, which adjoined to G^i generates a
group G^.^i, This group G^.^z of collineations contains all the col-
lineations of the general e'' into itself.
In G-,.7», Gyi. contains the indentity and 48 elements of period
seven each of which generates a cyclic
,
containing 6 elements
of period seven. Hence Gy^ contains eight cyclic G7*s and no oth-
er subgroups. We shall denote the 8 cyclic G7's by the notation
G^
,
G„
, G,j---,Gfe where G=c is generated by S^^ and G^- by S,^ So,
Tfhere i = 0, l,---j6.
The elements of G^,^i not in are of the form
(13) V;^. : u' = -u + 2^cj i,0 = 0, 1, 2,--- , 6.
Each is of period tv^o. The Y^-j in (13) form a conjugate set,
since
, for each given i,j ; l,m can be so chosen that any q,r
is obtained in the relation
(14) s;'^V.j 3,.,= V^,^ i, j,l,m,q,r = 0,l,2,--,6.
Or to put it differently, for a fixed i,j we can choose l,m so as
to produce any desired involution.
Any cyclic G7 generates with one involution a dihedral G^^which
contains 7 involutions, whence 1^37^ contains 8 '7 = 56 dihedral G^.j's
and the cyclic G^'s complete the subgroups of G^.^^. Any three invo-
lutions of G^^ hot in the same dihedral G^^.y will generate G^.^z.
The relations satisfied by the generators of G^.^z are
^
s;, = si = V" = 1
(15)
See iviller
,
American Journal of Math., vol. 33 (1911) p. 363-
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62. The Fixed Heptahedra of the 8 G^cli_c G^'s.
The condition that a plane section hyperosculate the curve, i.e
touch it in seven coincident points, is given by
(16) 7u = {mod. uo.M)
The irreducible solutions of this congruence furnish the forty-nine
parameters tu^. of the singular points. Through these singular
points there v/ill pass hyperplanes of a certain type. For example
under G^o the 49 points to • divide into seven sets of seven conju-
a
gate points such that each set lies on a hyperplane. Such a set
of seven hyperplanes will be called a he£tahe_dron associated
with G^. Since G^o is invariant under ^^.yz any element of G-^.r" out-
side of ltco can only permute these hyperplanes. Since there are
8 cyclic G^'s, there are eight heptahedra which will be designated
by H^,H,, H,,"-,H^.
The 49 singular points will now be arranged in a matrix where
the rows furnish the sets of conjugate points which determine the
hyperplanes of E^, and the columns furnish the seven hyperplanes
of . The point u = will be designated byu:)^^. If S„, is car-
ried out upon ojoo for k = 0,l,2,''',6, we get
which determine a hyperplane. If we subject these points to the
cyclic
,
or S^^ for k = 0,l,S,---,6, the forty-nine singular points
of f/ are obtained wnich we arrange in a matrix where the subscripts
The reason for calling one li^ will appear later. These eight
heptahedra can be determined by means of the roots of the resolvent
equation of the eighth degree associated with the Galois problem
of degree 168. Compare i\. F.^Vol. 1 p. 732.

7onlj are used
00 01 02 05 04 05 06
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
30 31 32 33 34 35 36
40 41 42 43 44 45 46
50 51 52 53 54 55 56
60 61 62 63 64 65 66
Thus each rov; is transformed into itself by
,
each column by .
Hence the columns furnish the hyperplanes of . The seven hyper-
planes of each heptahedron are linearly independent. Let us prove
this for . If the seven hyperplanes X^- are not independent
there is a relation among them involving 7 - k of the X's such
that these 7-1?: X's do not satisfy further relations. (k>2
since the seven X*s are distinct ) Then the 7 - k X's in this
relation are all fixed und pr (i^ and meet in an S^^ which also is
fixed under G^o Hence permutes the S^'s on the fixed
in such a way that 7 - k of the S_^'s are fixed. Therefore by
projection from upon an S^_j^ we snould have in
,
7 - k
fixed spaces no 6-^ of which were related. But such a collinea-
tion is the identity in S^_^. Hence every ^ on is fixed
contrary to the fact that has only a finite numberj 7 of fixed
spaces.
3. A Ganan_ical i^orm £f jthe_G^^^.
Let the heptahedron ti^ be chosen as a reference figure. The
seven hyperplanes of this figure will denoted by X^- U = 0,l,---,6)
X^- is written for X-(u). The X^ can be represented as the prod

8where X^- represents the hyperplane determined by the seven points
in the ith rov/ of the matrix (17). The reference figure is com-
pleted by selecting a imit-hyperplane . This hyperplane will be
chosen as tne one containing the singular points in the first column
of the matrix (17).
In terras of the coordinates thus defined, we shall now determine
the equations of the collineations of G^.j^a. . Since S,^ is u' = u +Wo
it follov;s from the matrix (17) that the reference hyperplanes are
cyclically permuted and the unit-hyperplane is invariant, i.e., S,^ is
(18) x; = X,._, i = 0,1,2,"- ,S. (X,,^. = X,-)
Also since S^, is u' = u + a;„, , it is clear that the singular
points in each reference hyperplane are cyclically permuted, tha,t is
S^, has the form
(19) X'. = A- X,- i = 0,1,2, ,6.
where the are constants to be determined. From the generating
relation (15), the same collineation S^,- S^^ must be represented by
either of the sets of equations
x; =/^.x,_,
(20)
X; =A..,X,'_, i = 0,1, ---,6.
The equations in (20) require that = ii = 0,1,2, ,6) where
r is a proportionality factor. If/^c - 1, r^ = 1 and is a seventh
root of unity. Call this root e . Then S^,, has the form
(21) x;. = X^- i = 0,1,2, - ,6.
ucts of Sigma functions, i.e.j
6
X,. (u) =Y,-7r(r(u
-60^, )
where the are constants which insure the double periodicity of
the ratios of the A^- . See K. F.jVol. p. 263.

9The collineation V pernrutes cyclically the singular points in
Xo and interchanges the singular points in the second and seventh,
third and sixth, and the fourth and fifth rows, and leaves the unit-
hyperplane unaltered. Hence V is
(22) x;. = X_^. i = 0,1,2,--- ,6. (X..= X,J
Formulas (18), (21) and (22) constitute a f.ir£t £anonical_
f orm__of Gj.^i
.
The fixed spaces of the heptahedra can be determined as follows.
Let tne hyperplane section be invariant under the gener-
ated by S/^ which in terms of the X*s is
(23) X'. =^^'X^.., i,k = 0,1,2, . . . ,6.
For fixed k (k = 0,1,2,--- ,6) the can be determined in seven ways
so that the hyperplane section is invariant under (23) and the seven
hyperplanes form the fixed heptahedron of . This fixed hep-
tahedron vj-ill be transformed into itself by the collineation group
Gyo , One of the seven hyperplanes of the will be unaltered
by the collineation V and the others will be permuted in pairs. That
one unaltered by V will be denoted by X^^' and the transform of x'f'
l>y S^y v;ill be denoted by X^' where
(£4) X'^''=X, +rV'^X, ^e'-^Xj -^e"^{e''x, +e^^X^) +e~^0X^ ^e^^xj
( 0,k = 0,1,2, ... ,6)
It should be noted that for k = j = 0, we have the unit-hyperplane
which was associated v/ith the reference heptahedron
,
namely
,
that one that cuts out the first column in the matrix (17). For
k = 0, the subscript j denotes the fixed space corresponding to the
jth column of the matrix (17) since the collineation group gen-
erated by So/ sends the jth column of the matrix (17) into the
(j - l)st column. In this way we have identified the seven hyper-
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planes belonging to . To identify the seven hyperplanes belong
ing to the other heptahedra with their sections cu. , it will be con-
venient to use the period transformations which will be derived later
4. Th_e Family of_E^*s.
7The curve E depends upon the ratio co = oj,
.
cu^. bov each value of
u) , there is an E^, hence there is a family F of E^'s. But _the__
£rou£ of__c£ll_ineati_ons G^,^^ i.s_the_same_ for _ea£h__member of_the__famil y
F since its coefficients are numbers independent of the ratio uj •
For each curve of F the set of eight heptahedra is the same since
these are determined by the common Gj.yi-
.
All the collineations which leave each member of F unaltered have
been determined. Are there further collineations which interchange
the members of this family? If so they must arise from the trans-
formations on the periods. Moreover if these are collineations
they must arise from integer period transformations of determinant
+ 1. For if u, ,u^,---,u^ are such that u^ + u^ 4 - -- + u^ = (mod.tL/,,
"J, ) pass into u, ,u^ ,u^ such that u, + u^+— + Uj, = (mod. co,',^*^^)
then integer multiples of the periods aj,,co^ pass into integer multi-
ples of the periods oj/, ujJ, . Let us then examine the effect of the
transformation
(jO,' ~ V CO, + ^ ojj^
ao; ^ ^ oj, ->- ^
where ^,/3, i", cS~ are integers. It is clear that the curve as first ex-
pressed in terms of
^
(u) and its derivatives is imaltered by (25)
However we have passed from this form to a reference scheme determinec
by the uj^^
. If then (25) is congruent to the identity modulo 7,
the curve and its reference system
,
i.e.j each <^^^- , are unaltered.!
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But if (25) is not congruent to the identity modulo 7, then the cc^-^-
are permuted and we may look upon this operation as either merely a
change in the coordinate system in which the curve is fixed or as a
collineation in which the reference system is fixed and the E'^ pass-
es into a new curve which belongs to F since the collineation merely
interchanges the heptahedra and therefore the cyclic G^'s within G^,/^*
Therefore all transformations (25) which are congruent to the iden-
tity modulo 7 give rise to the identical collineation . Such trans-
formations constitute a subgroup of (25) of index 2-168, All ele-
ments of (25) in a coset of this subgroup give rise to a collineation
which permutes the curves of the family F except the element ) o -/
which is the element V. Hence we obtain 2 '168/2 or 168 collinea-
tions of the curves of P , These collineations may be repre-
sented by the elements (25) reduced modulo 7, that is,
(26) ^ / (mod. 7)
The set (26) has 336 possible solutions which form a group whose
order in non-homogeneous form is half so large, i.e., a G^^^ . Out
of the set of the 336 possible permutations of the 49 singular points
the following 42 leave unaltered.
^ = 0,1,2, ,6.
The set (27) furnishes then the multiplicative collineations for the
whole set (25). From (27) we could conclude that there are eight
heptahedra since 336/42 = 8.
It is well known that any transformation of the group (25) is a
See K. P., Vol. 1 p. 389.
±1 ±2 /3 ±3
(27) o ±1
3
±H-

^^ ^ ^ :
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combination of
(28) s : ^' = ^ + 1 and T : cv' = - l/cu
where v/'hen reduced modulo 7 ^ s is of period seven and T of period
tv/o. Since = = (ST)"^ = (S'^T)^ = 1, these relations define
the G^^^ on the reduced periods and therefore as noted above a G^^^
of collineations. This group G,^y permutes the members of the fam-
ily F. Therefore v;e have the theorem
Theorem I . The_ fami l_y__of e.ll.i£t i^c__E ' ' s £ach_memb er of_which_i
s_
un^
a_lt_ered by G^.^i
,
_is_unal_tere_d_as_ a wh£l_e iby__a__c£ll_ineat_ion £r£U£ £f
£rder G^^^^^^ for wh_ioh G^.^t 2L^_an invariant^ £ubgroup_^ Under th£
set
£r£U£ £f_i:'' £2i,£h__curve_b£l£n£s_t£ a_ £0£j£Saite^£f___l£8_curves_.
The collineation T permutes the heptahedra in the following way,
i-o 0) (16) (25) (34)
where the subscripts only are used. The collineation b permutes
the H^- (i = 0,1,2, ,6) cyclically but leaves H^^ invariant. Thus
the heptahedra are permuted like the 8 points ^ ,0,1,2,
—
,6 in a fi-
nite geometry modulo 7^ there being 8 points on a line under the group
(26) of pro jectivities of determinant +1.
Let us now calculate the equations of the collineations S and T
in terms of the coordinates X. The effect of S on the singular
points is ^.y =
"^'.^V (i, j = 0,1,2, -
•
-,6 ) . This shows that the col-
lineation S merely permutes the singular points in each hyperplane
of
. Hence S is of the form
It should be noted here that in homogeneous form T is of period
4 and (S^T) of period 8. Hence we conclude that T"" is similar to V.
See Dickson; Linear Groups
,
p. 503.
Oorapare K.F. , Vol. 1 p. 389,
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(29) = /^.l (k = 0,1, 2, -",6)
where the ycc^^ are constants to be determined. In order to determine
these constants, we note that the G^^^i-is an invariant subgroup of the
^a'5'"/'^s'* Hence any involution of G^^,^? is transformed into another
involution of S. The following relation is easily found
(30) !:^"'V,.,.^. S = V,.^- (i,j = 0,1, 2, '-',6)
Now V,y = Sjt'// til© form
(31) = ^'^'^ X^,.,^ (i,k = 0,1,2, ••-,6)
If we form the left side of (30) from (29) and (31), we have the fol-
lowing transformation
(32) X> - ^ '/^r X.,.,^ (i,k = 0,l,2,'-',6)
Since (bl) and (32) represent the same collineation their coeffi-
cients are proportional, hence we have
(33) . (i,k = 0, 1,2, •-•,6)
where is a proportionality factor. For k=i,^ =6 ,so(33)
now takes the form
-<a yS/ -^i <r'^
(34) /U^- A^^-h e
If nov/ we set/^^= 1 and k = 2i, we find
(35) X^^- e'"^^"- (k = 0,1,2, - • • ,6)
Finally then b has the form
(36) X'^ = f'^'^'^X^ (k = 0,1,2, - ,6)
The collineation b has the following form when the proper values of
k are used. For example, Xj = ^ X^ is found for k = 8.
compare iv. F., Vol. 2 p. 292. Formula (36) is compatible with
Klein's result for n a prime number.
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Xo — Xo
(37)
x\ = f-'x^ XV = t X^
X^=£ X^ X3=f'X3
Already we have pointed out that the collineation T interchanges
the heptahedra in pairs, or permutes the ^^-^ 's as in ^^z-i'This
shov/s that the rows of the matrix (17) are sent into the oolumns.
Let us denote the hyperplane of H o determined by the singular points
in the ith column of this matrix by X^.' . V/e now assume that under
T, X^"' has the general form
(38) x":' = i c^. X.
where the c^^- are constants to be determined. Consider nov/ x'*^ .
This hyperplane is invariant under S,^ and V, This fact requires
that c„o = c,^ = • • ' = c^„ = c so that Xo is
(39) x:' = c 2 X
,
To obtain the remaining X '"^ *s, we note that the collineation So, per-
mutes the columns of the matrix (17). Hence T takes the form
(40) X'l = c^ ^^/^X^ U = 0,1,2, ---,6)
The constants c^ are determined by the fact that under (40) the re-
lation
^
I- xj = f exists. This requires that c„ = c, = •-- = = c,
so that T is
(41) x:' = ojy^x/"
We shall not need the value of c. It can be determined from the
fact that T^ is equivalent to V. Its value thus found is ^1 /jpT.
Compare K.F. Vol.^S p. 292. The i entering his formula comes from
the fact that the X's are used as products of sigma functions.
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5. The^ Fixed Space_s_^
In G^;7»- there are 7*^ involutions, i.e., V;^- (i,j = 0,1 ,2 ,•• • , 6 )
.
These have the form u' = - u + 2 OJ,^- . The fixed points of this
involution are found by let-ting u' = u. The fixed points are u =
aj. ' + p/2 where P/2 can evidently have the values 0, ^'/2, and
(cd, i- uit,)/2. We choose the simplest set for consideration, that is,
the set for which i = j =0.
Now due to the involutory character of V, there are two skew
spaces of fixed points in , namely, an and an . Let the co-
ordinates of these spaces be ,
,
z^ and y^ , y^ , y^ , y^ respec-
tively. The equations of the transformations from the coordinates
X^' to the coordinates y and z are
X,+ X,= 2y, X,- X,= 2z,
(42)
X^4- X^= 2y^ X,- X^= 2z,
X^+ X^= 2y^ X^- X,= 2z,
In terms of (y) and (z), the involution V now has the form
(43) y; = - y^. (i = 0,1,2,4) zj = z^ (j = 1,2,4)
where y. = determines the of fixed points and z > = deter-
mines the of fixed points. The fixed ' s are either on S^^
with equations ^.y^ + y^ + c<_^y^ f y^ =0 or on with equations
^
z, + ^^z^+ z^= 0. In the first type let the ' s be determined
by putting the on u^,u^,i^, three arbitrary points of E'' , then it
necessarily cuts in the points -u,
,
-u^^
,
-u^ . hence it contains
also the point u - 0, but no proper half-period point. Hence all
the fixed S^'s on and therefore also itself, contain the point
u = 0, but Sa does not contain the proper half-period points. There-
fore Sg contains these three half-period points since they are fixed
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points.
If we project the family F of E^'s from the fixed upon the
fixed S_3 , we lose one point in the process, i.e., u = 0, and the
family F becomes a family F/ of sextios in . But these sextics
are the projection of pairs of variable points u, - u, corresponding
under V, and are therefore rational cubios doubly covered. Similar-
ly, if we project the family F from the fixed upon the fixed S^.
we find a family F^ of conies doubly covered.
The family F of E^'s admitted a Q^.y^/^^' We have isolated one of
the 7^ involutions. Hence the group which leaves F and this invo-
lution, and therefore its fixed and fixed unaltered reduces to
a Ga./6y • 2^"^ this group is V itself which furnishes the identical
collineation in and S3 . nence the G^.yvtj reduces to a group G^f^g
in S2 and S3 which leaves the families F/
,
F^' of rational curves
invariant.
It is my purpose to discuss these families, for which the curves
in each family will vary with 6u^<^,;tv^, whereas the points on a partic
ular curve will vary with the pair ±u on the original curve E^ . The
collineation group G^^^ in S^ and is generated by S and T, and
these reduce by thB the use of (42) from (37) and (41) to the fol-
lowing forms
y; = & y, z; = 6 z,
s :
yj = y^ zl = 6^
y; = t"'y-. = Zy
yo = y. + ^y, + sy^ + sy^
y; = y. + (^' ^ eMy, -f 1 6' -^t^ )y^^ ( 6% 6^ )y .
(44) T : ^
yj = ie' )y, f { )y^4 ( e' 4 )y^ .
y; = y, + ( 6-^ 4 6My t ( 4 6^ )y 4 (6-^4 C-'' )v .
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it
T : = ( 6^ - )z, 4 - )z, ( c-^ - 6' )z, .
z; = {6" - 4 ( 6' - eM^. + ( c~"- 6^')z^.
The equations (42), (43) and (44) furnish a second canonical sys-
tern of coordinates for .
Compare K. F. Vol. 1 p. 705. One finds upon comparison that
z^ and z^ are interchanged. This interchange has evidently been
made by Klein for the sake of making the ternary biquadratic form
z/ z + zfz + z'^z isobaric. This form v/ill appear later.
The constant factor c_ is dropped from these equations.

II. THE QUADRICS ON E*^.
1
. The_ Number of Lipe.ar1^ Independent Quadri_cs op._E]_
Any general quadratic form in S^^ is
(45) z
where the are constants, and is an elliptic function of the
fourteenth order with all its poles at u = 0. Hence according to
Abel's theorem, the relation connecting its zeros is
(46) Z u^. = (mod. ^, ^^)
If fourteen points on E are chosen at random through which a
quadric is required to pass, it will in general pass through extra
points of E'^ because of the relation in (46) and v/ill therefore
pass through fourteen arbitrary points puts fourteen linear conditions
on its coefficients. Hence we conclude that there are 1_4__ l_inearl_y
inde£endent^ quadri£s_on th_e E^ since the general quadric (4.5) con-
tains 28 arbitrary coefficients. Moreover these 14 linearly inde-
pendent quadriCB cut out E^ completely and have no extraneous inter-
section as can be shovm by projection.
In our second system of coordinates a general quadric will have
the form
contain the E^ completely. Requiring the general quadric (45) to
2. The Pencil of Quadrics on E
.
(47)
Compare K. F. Vol. 2 p. 242.
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where the "^^.^ are constants. Let us suppose them so determined
bhat the quadric cotains the curve E'^. Under the collineation So/
is transformed into itself and hence the quadric (47) on E^ v/ill
be sent into a quadric on . Therefore we conclude that the trans-
forms of q under are quadric s on the E^. They have the form
(48) q, = Z ^,,6 X,X£= (3 = 0,l,2,'-',6)
Each q. is on the curve, hence a linear combination of them will be
d
a quadric on the curve E^ . If ¥/e multiply each quadric by 1
and add we get a particular quadric on the E^ . Such a quadric is
characterized by the fact that it consists only of those terms for
which i+k = (mod, 7), since the other terms vanish due to 6-^6^e
+1 = 0. Thus this particular qua. ric has the form
(49) Qo = ^ X"" + 2%,X X. + 2^^,X + 2 X^X =
Let us multiply the quadrics by 1, e'^, 6^, e', 6', e'^f respectively
and add. The result is a second particular quadric on E^ char-
acterized by the fact that its terms are such that i + k = 1 (mod. 7
)
It has the form
Q, = -.^.X,"- + 2-', X^X, + Scy^.X^X^ + 2-<,X^X^ =
Proceeding in this way by the use of other multipliers we can secure
^ po-^ticular quadrics on the curve E"^. They have the form
(50) Q- = ^ X"' + 2 < X,X. + 2 V. X,X. + 2 ^, X,X, =0 (i = 0,1,•••,6)
Any quadric on E'' is evidently a linear combination of these 7 par-
ticular quadrics since they contain 28 arbitrary coefficients.
But if we subject the Q^- to the collineation S^^
, we find that these
28 coefficients reduce to four, i.e., to ^^oj 0/ , 0/ , <v , for
under S^^ each Q^' is evidently transformed into Q^'^^ which shov/s
that
-
"^z^,
= • • • = "^^^j ^ • Moreover we know that out of
these seven particular linearly independent quadrics on E^ we must
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be able to get the 14 linearly independent quadrics that are on E''.
Hence the ^'s must contain a parameter linearly and there will be
one quadric of the type for which a particular q< will vanish.
V/e can show this in another way. Choose two distinct points u,
V on the curve E^. If is on u and v, it will be on the trans-
forms of u and v under S^, since is invariant under S^, . But
Q;^ is then on 14 points of E^ which do not satisfy (46) since 7u + 7v
^ in general. Hence (4^ contains extra points of E*^ and therefore
contains the entire curve. But choosing tvro points u, v puts only
two linear conditions on the four coefficients of Q,^ so that any
three terms of furnish a quadric on e'^. Therefore vie see that
at most then a pencil can arise from the four terms of each . Any
one of these seven pencils is defined by the fact that it admits one
of the seven dihedral b whose cyclic subgroup is S^^ . For exam-
ple the pencil Qo admits the dihedral group ( S^, ,V).
Since the o< *s contain a parameter linearly, they may be inter-
preted as the coordinates of a point on a line in an . By choos-
ing tyro members of the pencil of quadrics the line is determined. V/e
shall determine the o< 's later as functions of co, : aJ^ and of the para-
meter just mentioned.
5 . The £,rou2_s__on the Q,uadri£s.
Let us consider now the effect of the Q^^^i of collineations on
the quadrics (50). Under G^.^a each member of the family b of E^'s
is transformed into itself, but the quadrics are transformed into oth-
Cf, K. F., Vol. 2 p. 268. The quadrics are here obtained from the
three-term sigma relation.

Cj.
er quadrics on the same curve, hence the G^,^^- of collineations of E
into itself induces a group on the ' s as variables. Moreover since
the collineations S and T interchange the members of the conjugate
sets of 168 curves of P', they will send the quadrics Qi^ on a given
curve into a linear combination of the quadrics Q,^ on the transform-
ed curve. The equations of the transformation are found to be
^10 • q; =
q;. =
(51) V : q; = (i = 0,1,2,- •,6)
S q; =
T : q; =
The first four of these generators are obvious. That T has the
above form may be shown as follows. The G 3,^2 on X/ induces a
group G^^i(^*) on the Q, ^ which arises from the first by replac-
ing c- by . The generators S,T on X^' are determined by the way
the«( permute the involutions in G^^z ( c- ). Hence the induced elements
S, T on the Q's must permute these involutions written in just
as S and T permuted the original involutions and therefore must them-
arise
selves from the original S and T on X by replacing e by ,
A
In order to express all the quadrics (50) by one equation, consid-
er the general quadric obtained by taking a linear combinatioT: of the
quadrics in (50). Such a quadric is
(52) I L^.Q^. =
On a given curve of the family of E'^'s determined by a proper set of
values of oCo
, ,
o^,
, ( written for o/ , c/ , oc , respec-
tively)^ the bilinear form in L^Q^. is an identity in L^- and u . If
this bilinear form is required to be an invariant imder the G^,^^ and
and the collineations S and T, there will be certain groups induced
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upon the L^- . These groups are contragredient to those whose genera-
tors are given in (51). The equations of the generators of these
groups follow
(53)
10
V
s
T
l; = 6^'' L,
(i = 0,1,2, ---,6)
The above groups on the variables Q^, , L^, are the same as the
groups on the X^' . They are reordered however for they are obtain-
ed by replacing e by 6^ , 6^ respectively ; and since the elements of
(Sf,'' >V,S,T) not in (S , .,V) include all oollineations which transform
(S..,V) into itself, obviously (S -Vie)) = (s^., Y[c-')).
4. A Kl£inian_Fo_rm.
Since the properties of the groups on the ,0,^- are the same as
those on the X^', we now isolate one of the involutions in the L^. ,Q^.
group, namely, that one induced by the V which was isolated for the
X.. Introducing the variables v, u, S the transformations are
(54)
(55)
2v, = Q/ +
2v^ = (ci^ +
2v^= ^^-^ Q3
24= L, +
2 — + L J-
24= +
2u, = Q, -
2u^= Qz- Qo-
2u^= ^3
2x>, = L^^ -
2-v> = L -
G
Also there will be the equations of the generators S, T of the
corresponding to those in (415). These are
vj" - Vo
V,(a) ^
^^^^
vj = e"v^
u; = € u,
u^ =
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(56) S :
(57) T :
< - K -
(c)
^
u; = ( e^- ^'~)u, + ( e""- ^^^)u,+ ( e'-
(d) ul = (f'Le^)u, + (e^-t'^)u,+ (6'--f'^)u^
= ( 6 - t )u, + ( 6 - e )Uj+ ( e - #
^; = rf„ . (e'. fr') 3: W e'- ^0 + ( i"* fr')
(e)
Under the transformations (54) and (55) the form (52) noY/ becomes
(58) F' = ^.v^ + 2^,v, 4 24v, + 25^v^+ 4 2 ^^u^4 2 ^^u^
But v/e wish to bring into evidence the coordinates y, z of the fixed
spaces S3 and . In the variables v, u, 5 > i5 , we have the coor-
dinates of the fixed spaces in the ' s corresponding to the variables
Q and L . Hence imder the transformations (42) and (54) F* becomes

.24
(59) F"= ^„[o<.yf+ 2%y> 2«c,3^+ S^c^y^- S^zf- 2^,zl- 2 ^zl^
^ S
^-L^y;''-^
2<,y^3r + 2o(^5ry^ t 2 V^^y^ + -4 zf + 2 or,z,z^ - 2 'V^^z^J
+ 2 4[o(x''-^ 2-<;^y^ + 2cx^yj^ 4 C^^^y^ - 2°<,zz, + ^^cZ^-^ 2 v,z,z^
*
^^^'^A-^ 2^^3ry^+
2c^^y/^+ 2%z^^- 2 -^^zz^ + -^.zjj
+ 4 [<y^z^ (y^z_ _ 3rz^) °<^yz^- <^^(yz,+ y/Pj
The above form is an identity in the coefficients ^ , {) and can
be separated into seven parts. However we shall have occasion to
separate it into only tv/o parts, "= Y, + h\ such that the part i\ con-
tains the coefficients %j and the part the coefficients \) . Nov/
F, is partly symmetrical and partly alternating in the coefficients
5 and o< , hence tne 5 *s can be interpreted as the coordinates
of a point on a line in an , and are therefore cogredient to the
o<'s. We conclude this section with the theorem
Theorem II, The__f£rin F"_ is a Kleinian form wnich remains invarian t
under s^i]mu]^tan£ous_transformati^^ by_the__i£omorphic £rou£s_on the_ var-
i_abl£s_5_,^
_j_ X,_z_2_ whi^ch are given in i^^) )_, Th_e ^
ar_e £0£re^di^ent_to jthe Th£ foiJti_^.!! _d£terinl^n£s__the_curve_E_^
uniquely when the modular function^_ _ar^e j)r^p_erOLy_ gi-^^
ject to the_relation which connects them. ( See the first paragraph
of the next section.)

III. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE FORMS F, .
1 . Their_ Fundamental El]^i£t i_c_Mo_dular il'^-^c t_ions_
It has already been pointed out that when the family of E^'s is
projected from the fixed space S^. upon the fixed space
,
the point
u = is lost, i.e., when u = 0, all the y's are zero. Setting u
equal to zero will give the locus of the zero point of the curves of
the family of E^'s in the fixed space . Let t.-- t^- (i = 1,2,4)
for u = 0, then the form F" = F, + F^^ in (56) reduces to
[ - 2^,t,^ - 2%t^ - 2ol,t^J +
2 [o<,tr + + 2Vt,t^- 2-ct,t1 +-
(59) ^'
2 ^-S^.t]: - 2o^,t,t^ + + 2<x^t,t^ +
2 ^y^ktj + 2%t,t^ - -'-^^t^t^-f J =
Since (57') is an identity in the 'S- , their coefficients must vanish
These coefficients are linear in the o( ' s all of which do not vanish
simultaneously, therefore the determinant of the c< 's must vanish.
After removing the numerical factors, v/e find a skew-symmetric deter-
minant of even order. This determinant is a perfect square. It is
(60)
- tr - < -- 1:
t; n
t: -- t,t
= i t, t^t^+ -c^ ) =
The ternary quartlc in (60) in variables t ^- is the equation of
the locus of the zero point of the family of E'^'s. It is known as
Klein's Q,uartio and will be denoted by
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(61) K = (ktr= t't,4 t^t^4 tit, =
TMs form K admits tne group G^^^ of collineations into itself, oogre-
dient with the group in z found in (43). The ratios t^ : t^: t^
are the_fimdamental_e]^l_ipt_ic^ modul_ar funct_ion_s of the form__F" . The
expressions for these ratios as uniform functions of the modulus
-
"^,'-4ti,may be obtained by setting u = in the expressions for the z 's
in terms of u,cd,-,6iJ^ indicated.
T/Ve have seen that the curve E'' varied with uj . Since each E
has one zero point ,i,e., a point t, ana conversely for each t on the
quartic K, there is an E^ , it is clea^r that the variation of E^with
ii) may be imaged by the variation of t on K . We shall expr-^^ss oth-
er elliptic modular functions associated with the family of e'^'s in
terms of the t^-
.
2. The Nun- system.
The form in (57') is a null-system^ since it C8.n be written in the
form
(62) (^.^,)t,% (<V„4)t> (<x.5^)t^+ 2(-;:i)t,t^+ 2(^,^Jtt^+ 2{o^^6,)tt.^ = o
where ^) Since (59') vanishes independent of the
,
it represents a singular null-syatem. rience (62) is the equa-
tion of a line whose coordinates are t^t^ and the point o< is any
point on this line. The determinant of this null-system is a per-
fect square as found in (60). Hence the coordinates of the line of
the c<»s may be taken as
See K. F. , Vol. 1 p. 701.
^ c^ee Veblen and loung; Projective u-eometry , Vol. 1 p. 331.
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( < 5 ) = 2t, t,
(63)
Sinoe the coordinates of this line are quadratic in the modular
functions t^-, we shall denote this line by L^, and call it the mod-
ular line . There are four points on , the four points of inter-
section of hf^ v/ith the coordinate planes of the reference tetrahedron
in the space of the °< ' s , an S^^-* , which furnish four particularly
convenient sets of values for the o( 's. From (63) we have
:
- 2t,t^: - 2W : - 2tt,
(64) : ^, :
2 t^t ^ »
2t,t^ :
: : - tl
2tt, : + tj: - tr :
Each set of o< * s in (64) furnishes when substituted in tne form
= j?^ + seven linearly independent quadrics on E*^. The four
sets (64) furnish the 28 quadrics on the E^ which in the X's are
3-termed ; but only fourteen of these are linearly independent as
any t\70 of the sets (64) are linear combinations of the remaining
two sets.
The sets (64) suggest that a transformation be made on the o< ' s in
the form k" . Let ^ he a plane such ths.t it intersects in the
points ( °< ) . Prom (64) we readily find such a transformation, i .e
.j
< = + 2t, tj, + 2t,t,J^ 4 2t^t,^
o(, = - 2t, t^t + -
c^,
- - 2t,t,5^ ^ 1^:1
(65)
2t^t f t"r.
uorapare k.F., Vol. 2 p. 267.
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If F" is transformea by (65), it v/ill take the form
166) ^ ^-^^ 0.'/ ^ ^ X-^?^ <^ (i,j = 0,1,2,4. 1-1,2,4)
V/e get the 28 quadrics on the curve E"^ by equating to zero the coef-
ficients of tne terms J-^. and respectively, i.e., the^ and^;^.
YIe shall have occasion to use all or a part of these 28 quadrics
,
but will refer to them briefly in the above notation.
3. The Famil_i£s_F/ ,Pj of_Rati_onal_ 2ury_es_in S3_and__Si.'
We have pointed out that ^ and ^ are cogredient variables and
that is partly symmetrical and partly alternating in o< and 5 .
Let us rewrite F, so as to exhibit this property. It is
(67) cv^^.y + T4\lSjj^ f Z 2(^0^ f »<2fJy,N ^ 4(c<^?,^ % 4)5ry^ + r2(<4-V5Jzr
where Z unless otherwise denoted refers to tne cyclic advance of the
subscripts 1, 2 , 4. The form (67) furnishes us a means of getting
the projections of the family f of e'^^s upon the fixed spaces 8^,83,
The form h'^ does not enter in these projections because it is bilin-
ear in y and z and will vanish when either space is considered sep-
arately.
In the null-system (59'} we have seen that I3 a point on the
line (65). Since ^ is arbitrary, consider it a point on the mod-
ular line . Now interchange ^ and S in (67). The new form is
similar to the old form except that the sign of each term in z has
been changed. Let these forms be denoted by F, and F," . Since F,
was a quadric on , and since we have chosen if on L^
,
F," is also
a quadric on E*^. Hence their sura b; + V," and their difference F,-^'^
are their quadrics on E^. Consider now their sum F,
-h F,"
(68) 'X^^.Y^-^^Z%^,y;^i- 2ZM^-^%:SJyj^ + 4 Z «5^+<^^l5jyy^ =
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The equation (68) for arbitrary and 3 on tJie line (65) furnishes a
system of quadrics in which intersect in a cubic curve. Because
of the symmetry of ^ and ^ , we lose no generality if we let = 4
in (68). We have
(68") c^>/+ 4Z<yj^ + 4.1^i<,yr+ 8 ^o^-^^jry^ =
Since is linear in a parameter ^ on the line (6o), (68'') v;ill fur-
nish a system of quadrics quadratic in . Moreover since the coef-
ficients of the quadratic system of quadrics are functions of t, we
get a family of cubic curves as t varies on K . Therefore we may
state the following
(69) The^ R^9.^2P^^9P-J^t. 9f^^ll^-9]^^1P^L HP£^—^J. 9P-iy^ 2f
th_e quadra t^i£ sy£tem_of quadrios_(£8_)
,
Let us novf consider the difference F; - F^/ which is a conic in S^^
.
It has the form
(70) 2(^,4)zf+ ^ 2(c.,5jzz^ =
From (63) we see that (70) may now be written as
(71) z;t,t^+ zjit^f z$t^ + ^z,2^+ tzz^-f tzz=
Moreover this system of conies varies with t on K. It is the
polar conic of z as to the quartic K. Therefore we may state the
theorem
(72) The_pro j_ection ^'^^^'^
_f^^Z. 9lJ^'^^PL?— ^ ^"^"^ ^^'^
tem_ o_f_polar_conics of Klein's quartic K.
4. The net of Quadrics in Sj^
In the quadratic system of quadrics (68^), let us ask that the
resulting quadrio in y be the square of a plane. This requires that
the ranli of the discriminant of this system be 1. After removing
the numerical factors, we have
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(73)
"2- <
< / z
o Z
o<cV
1 2-
This determinant is of rank 1 if only the three relations
(74) = ^ V^- = o{o(~
are satisfied.
Consider nov; the net of quadrios
(75) t, (^^o<^- + tJo^.V -f t^ (-^„o<^- <) =
From the transformations S and T in (44), (56) and (68) we conclude
that (75) is a Kleinian form.
Consider the discriminant of the net (75) and its bordered form
Io
-2t2 r
t, s.
-2t, J.
L I I. I o
The discriminant is Klein's quartic K. Hence so long as t is
on K, the quadric (75) has a double point. Expanding the bordered
form, we find the equation of the double point to be
(78) (-^f)"= + Z(-t;- tX + z(2t,t;)a|f^+ z:(2ttja/f,=
Therefore the coordinates of tho double point are
(79)
= }/ 4ttt^ ; 2ttt 1
4
tt,
tt, : - 1 - 1
1^
f is ; - <- t\
- \l- t^- t't, ; ; <t, 5 - <- tX
where is 1,
,
a<'^ ? cy^ > o/^ , respectively. That is to say we
can express the entire,^ in (79) by giving the 10 quadratic combina-
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tions of the ^ 's. These ^combinations are the coefficients of the
terms ^. in (78). The order of the group in the space of the y's
and °< 's is double the order of the group in the space of the z's,or
a G^./i,^ so that the coordinates of a point in S*^,' and likewise in
cannot be expressed rationally in terms of the whose ratios are
uniform functions of the modulus cv , These coordinates may be ex-
pressed irrationally in terms of t as above but it is to be noted
that they are uniform functions of (d . Moreover if a form in va,ri-
ables oC,y, t,z be expressed covariantly, the points and planes of
this form appearing in and S3 must be squared since this insures
that their coordinates can be expressed rationally in terms of t.
The locus of the double point (79) as t varies on K is a well
known space curve J of order 6 in Sg^ ,whose points are in a one-to-
one correspondence with the points of K. If we border (77) in the
form (°'|)(°'t) = where / and are thought of as parameters,we have
c7o^ curves of the 3rd order in t which intersect K in 12 points cor-
responding to the 12 meets of the planes X with J. Hence when
/ = ^ the cubic in t v;ill be a contact cubic of K. Thus the sys-
tem (78) for variable J , is a system of contact curves of the 3rd
order associated with J
5. Th_e Modu_lar Line_and_S£r_ead.
If (^x)^ (^ { ^ x)^ are three linearly independent quadrics
of a net, the polar planes (o^x)iocy), (^x)(^y), (5'x)(/y) ofy
Compare K.F,, Vol. 2 p. 313.
See Synder and Sisam ; Analytic Geometry of bpace, p. 168.
See K.F.
, Vol. 1 p. 716.
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as to these quadrics meet in a point x determined by
(80) (ux) = (^y)(^ y)( ? y) H/?^ul
Since these polar planes are symmetrioal in x and y, the converse
is true, that is, for a point x the three polar planes meet in a
point y. Thus all the points in S ^ are arra.nged in pairs conju-
gate to the quadrics of the net. The correspondence whose copairs
are x,y is one-to-one or involutorial . hence we pass from the point
y to the point x by a Cremona transformation of the third order for
which the coordinates of x in terms of y are found from (80) which
is an identity in u.
i^rom (80) it is seen that when x describes a plane u, y gener-
ates a cubic srface. If x describes a line 1, y describes a curve
of the third order. For a plane section meets in the points
corresponding to the points of intersection of 1 and the cubic sur-
face which is the image of . Moreover J lies on the cubic surface
for all positions of the plane (ux) = 0. For if y is a point on J,
a quadric of the net has a node at y and the polar plane of y as to
this quadric vanishes and the other two polar planes meet in a line.
Since y then corresponds to any point of this line and any plane
meets this line in one point the cubic surface which corresponds to
this plane contains y. Thus J lies on all the cubic surfaces (8u).
Consider two planes. Their image surfaces meet in a composite
curve of order nine, consisting of J and the curve of order 3 which
is the image of the line of intersection of these two planes.
Y/e have seen above that the polar planes of a point on J meet in
a line. Let the coordinates of a point x on J be taken from the sec-
ond column of (79), The three polar planes of this point as to the
quadrics of the net (75) are in a pencil, and are
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c<X + + 2^,t^t,- 2%.t,t^ =
(81) (X„tr - 2<V,tt^- + 2^^t,t^ =
cxXi- 2%tt^- 2-<;tt^f =0
By comparing (81) and (59) we conclude tliat the axis of_this_
£enci^l_i£ the_ modular l,ine__L^. Every point on is in a one-to-one
correspondence with the point x on J. Also_Ljv,__is_ a tri^se.cant^
for when the point y generates there must be a curve of order 3 cor
responding to . This curve can only arise by intersecting J
three times since at each intersection we have a corresponding line;
t'-^e three lines thus obtained making up the curve of order 3 which
is the image of L^. Further from this we see that through _each
£oint_ of J there pass three trisecants of J.
Since the coordinates of and of a point x on J are function?
of t , the variation of x and therefore of also, may be imaged
as the variation of t on K . Hence as the point x generates J,
generates a ruled surface M , whose order is eight. This is evident
frorn the fact that if the cubic surface (cv: y)(^<jy)(5 y)\°<(^ =
be transformed by the Cremona transformation (u'y) = (<=<'x ) ^x) (Yx )h^Vu|
we get a surface of order 9 out of which the plane section (ux) must
factor. The residual surfsxe is therefore of order 8. Using the
quadrics in the net (75) instead of (o(x), (^x), (^ix) and making
the transformation as suggested above, we find the equation of M to
be
(82) i-^^ o^^(jV,^~o/^ -^<^^o(^^-h 7 ^\''o/^) -f^/L ^Voo4 ^^ol^(cy,o(l
That M is of order 8 may be shown from the fact that the condi-
tion that a line 1 meet is a linear condition on their coordinates
1
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or a conic in t . This conic in t meets K in 8 points to each of
which there corresponds a meet of 1 and H so that M is of order 8,
Th£ G}irye_ J_ i.s_a'_triple curve_on M. i<or v^e have seen that as
the line L^was generated, there was a point on J that had three tri-
seoants through it. Moreover since M is the residual factor, it ccr-
respondG only to the curve J. Hence v/hen M is transformed by the
Cremona transformation (80) it goes into a surface of order 24, out
of which M must factor precisely three times whence originally M
contained J three times.
It is very interesting to demonstrate this fact from another view
point. Take the general quadric Q in the net (75) and put on it the
condition that it have a node. This requires that the four deriva-
tives
-g^, vanish simultaneously. These are
+ o<, t^+ o^^ t^
-J- t^ =0
o^.t.- Scrt^H- t 0=0
(83)
cy^t, f - SoC^t^ -f.
cv„t^+- + - 2cv^t^ -
The discriminant of these equations is K, If we eliminate t from
these equations we find four cubic surfaces on each of which is J.
Hence the common intersection of these four surfaces is J, These
are given by the vanishing of the four 3rd order determinants of the
from
(84) o
o
a
The four 3rd order determinants from (84) furnish the following cubic
surfaces
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The modular spread M multiplied by is the following combination
of the surfaces in (85)
(86) S;^ -f 8 S^S^S^ = <x^M =
which shov;s very plainly that J is a triple curve of M.
This section may be partially summarized in the theorem
Theorem 111
. ^"^^12"
_P°^^ii ^ ^ ~ "K,A^^^O^J ^ _ocjtayic
ruled spread_M there j)asses a^modiilar_lJ.ne and the penc_il of
poiirts_o< on _set in the form F" determine s the guadrics on the
jelliptic_Ej
__.
_As_the line L/v^va3?ies _on_M the E'' varies in_the fam-
ily_F. L.-^^-^-^ ——^2:^—^—'^— raee"_s the tipple cuirve
J of M in three points which correspond to three trisecsmts of J that
meet
.P'^^i"^ J* * Thus the points t of J are also in an one-
jtOjqne_ cqrr^Bpqndenoe_ v/ith the curves_of the family of elliptic '
s
This completes the determination of the coefficients o< of the
quadrics F" which define E''.
S, =
(85)

IV . THE LOCI IN S3
.
1. The Net of Quadrios in S=, .
In (75) T/e considered a net of quadrios in . The modular
line L^, and tne modular spread M were associated with this net. Let
us nov; consider a net of quadrios in plane coordinates U and find
the condition that this net have a double plane. By considering
the contragredient transformations S,T on the y*3 in (44) , we con-
clude that the following net is a Kleinian form
(87) t, (2UJJ, - if) + t^l2U,U, - u') + %(2UU^ - u;') =
If we write dovm the discriminant of this net and its borderea form
in point coordinates, we find that the discriminant is K and that
the bordered form is the square of a plane in point coordinates .
These forms are
t, K K 7o
•
t, 7.
(88) t. -t, = - ( tt, + 4^ -1. 1 1, ) = - K
K y.
Z y,
(89) t,tty>^( - t,- f 2:2ttV, =
If t is on K, th 3 quadric of the above net has a double plane whose
coordinates u^. are
i/tAt, t,tt. tt : ft : tt.
(90)
p\}, - t^t,
f u, = /^^tf^r^^
:
ft,
tt
•f- I i-
tt"
3- y-
t"t
See K. p. ^ Vol. 1 pp. 725 -
/
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where is 1,U^,U,
,
respectively. As in (78) we may express
tne entire system in (90) by taking the 10 quadratic combination of
the U's from (89). The remarks following (78) apply here. The plane
coordinates / taken from the second column of (90) are the mod-
ular systems developed by Klein.
With the net (87) there will be a modular line , a modular sur-
face M', four cubic surfaces , and the sextio locus j' enveloped
by tne double plane (39), It is our purpose to develop only the coor-
dinates of the line . Since (89) is a double plane of the net
,
we knov/ that the poles of this plane as to the quadrics of the net
must be col linear. The line of these points will be found by con-
sidering the poles of the quadrics of the net as to the plane coor-
dinates of a point on J*. Let these be taken from the second column
of (go). These three points are
ttUo + o + t^tU^ - t^tU^ =
(91) t:u„ - t^tU, + + t^tJJ, =
tru, + t,tU, - t,tU, ^. =
It is easily verified that these equations are linearly related.
By multiplying the first and second b^the factors t^, -t'^ respective-
ly, and adding v/e obtain a fourth equation of the form
(92) - tjj, - tX - tq, = 0.
By adjoining this point to the three already found in (.^'1), we have
a system similar to the one in (59'). If we multiply these four
equations by four arbitrary constants U^'. (i = 0,1,2,4) and add, we
have
(93) t; (ijnLj;) + t;(u,u;) ^ t'^(ujj^) ^ tt, tuu;) 4. tt^ (uu;) + tt^ (u.u) =
Compare K.F.
, Vol. 1 pp. 71 j - .
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This is a line whose coordinates may be taken as
iUU) = t,t, lUJJ/ ) = t,"
(94) (uu:) = (UU,' ) = t:
(u^ir; = tt, (i^u;) = t:
To every position of the plane (Uy) =0 in (89) we have a line
LJI whose coordinates are given in (94). Since the coefficients of
of the plane (Uy) = 0, and tne coefficients of this line are fiono-
tions of t, the variation of this pla^ne and therefore of the line Lj,
also may be imaged by the variation of t on K. It should be noted
that the space of the o<: ' s is different from the space of the y's.
The modular lines Lvv^^-i > "the curves J, J' , the spreads M, M* and
the cubic surfaces S^.
,
S^! (i = 1,2,3,4) are all distinct.
For the three half period points the z's all vanish. If in the
14 linearly independent quadrics on we set the z's all zero, v/e
then obtain 8 quadrics in y (since six of the 14 quadrics are bilin-
ear in y and z and vanish for z^- = 0). These eight quadrics must pass
through tne half period points. If v/e call the plane of these points
(uy), then we should be able to obtain from these 8 quadrics the four
combinations 3^. (Uy) . The combinations furnishing these types of
quadrics come from the system
t,t:^, + t,<t,</„- 1%^^ - tt:^,, + tt/c^^^^ o
t, + U(i>^,- t^ j)^^ =
(95)
t^^,. + t,^,, - t, ^ =
Tiie entire system of quadrics (16 in number) is used here for
convenience. These are the coefficients of the terms £5. in F"
after it has been t-ransformed by (65). <J
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The coramon factor (Uy) obtained from (95) v/lien the z's are zero
is precisely the plane
(96) (Uy) = t,tj:x + <ty, + <tx + <ty^ =
whose square appears in (89). Hence
(97) The_ o_o£rdinat_es_ of_the_half £eriod_p]^ane_are_thejinodular_fm
t.i£ns_ s_e_t forth in {90)
.
Since the half period plane is of the form Z^^-y = (i = 0,1,2,4)
and since it may be considered as an in , it contains the point
u = and three pairs of points (u,-u) on E^, since these three pairs
are sufficient to determine the o<'s. It is therefore a fixed on
the fixed S^^ , Since the pairs (u,-u) are the half period points
,
they are coincident points in , hence the_ hal^f_j)jeri^od £eri£d_jpl^ane
_(_9_6 )_c£ns_idered as_an is^Jtr i t^ang£nt_ hy£erpl^ane_of jth£ E'' , tangent
at the points ^i/2
, ,
(^,^^'^'^)/2 and passing through tne point
u = 0.
Let us noY7 consider the system of quadrics (95) with the z's dif-
ferent from zero. These expressed in terras of the y and z are
ty„(Uy) = (-2t,tj:^z^- 2<tz,)(l2) + 2t,tX(41
)
ty,(Uy) = - tXzjl2) + ( <tz,- t:tz,)(41)
(98)
^
tyJUy) = - t\z/24) 4- ( ttz^- <tzj(l2)
ty^(uy) = - t'tz^(41) + ( t;tz, - <tz;(24)
where (ik) = t.z. - t.z. . Each of the above quadrics vanishes for z.^ t.
^^^^
i.e., each conic on the right in (98) intersects the polar^ C in the
zero point. The three remaining variable intersections of these
oonics and tne polar conic correspond to tne intersection of the
plane y^. and tne curve C in S^^ . Hence the system of quadrics (98)
gives a parametric representation of the curve . For to each fixed
z in (98) there is a definite point y in S except at the base point
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of the system z^. = . This representation can be put in a sim-
pler form if we multiply the quadrics in (98) by -^t^ so that each
quadric on the left has the common factor t^t^t^(Uy) which may be drop-
ped, leaving the parametric repres^entation £f__the__curve_U
^
Vo =fU -2tAtz.- 2tXtz,)(l2) + 2t;<z;4lO
y, = f [- t/,tz;i2) 4. { tttz.- <tz,)(41)]
= f [- tttz,(24) ( tttz^- ttz^(12)J
= f[- ttVj4l) 4 ( tttz, - <tz;(24)]
Hence th.e equat-i^ns (99) map the doubled in the fixed S^upon the
doubl_ed C_ _in t_h£ fixed S^^; ^The_ze_ro £oi.njb ip_S2_yZ^'= t^'_is_ a bas^e
£oiii_t o_f_the_map£ing__s;^st_em.
3 • The Locus of the_ Z_ero_/£int__in .
In Sj, vre found Klein's quartic K as the equation of the locus
of the zero point. Each curve of the system c"* had one such point
which generated K by the variation of cc , Each curve of the sys-
tern C ^ the zero point on it. V/hat is the equation of its locus ?
Since z,- = t^' is the base point of the mapping system which maps c''
^ vanish
upon U , all the y*s at this point but as z approaches t the limit-
A
ing position of the direction is that of the tangent to the polar
conic at z^, = t^, . If the factors (ik) in (9 are replaced by the
coordinates of the tangent to the polar conic at the point z^'= t^- and
if we set z^. = t^. in the other factors the y*s do not vanish and be-
come ninic functions of t which have a common factor ttt, . A much
simpler way to get this parametric representation of the locus of the
zero point in is to solve the bilinear for;iis - = </)L^ -
for Yi and put z^. = t.^ in the result. From this result the factor ttt^
can be removed. V/hen this is done^ these equations are
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tic- 3 5 t^t^t;
t tT - 3 t, - 5 t t
These equations map the locus of the zero point in S.^ upon a
locus in the space of the y*s. The order of this curve is 18 for
a plane section (U'y) = gives a sextic in t which intersects K
in 24 points but we find that this variable sextic and K have 6 fixed
intersections at the flex points t^. = t^= , and 18 variable inter-
sections. Hence the locus of the zero point in is a curve of order
18 and v/ill be denoted by .
V/e have already pointed out that the order of the group on the
y's is double the order of the group on tne z*s and that to express
a form in y and z covariantly its points and planes in must appear
squared. This G can evidently be represented covariantly if we take
the 10 quadratic combinations of the y's from (100) from which we
eliminate
can factor t^t^t^ and thereby/^the fixed intersections each taken t\¥ice
and if we take in primed variables the corresponding quadratic com-
binations of the U's as the coefficients of these quadratic combi-
nations in the y's. This form is
(101) f ( t'^ t^ ) =
and is of the 3rd order in t' and 9th order in t . This ninic in
t intersects K in 36 variable points which is double the order of
C since the coordinates of its points appear squared in (101). If
t! = t, in (101) we find a form of order 12 which is 16 where
ri is the Hessian of K. V/e can say then that the form (101) is the
3rd polar of K'^ + 16h'" plus covariant terms containing the line coor-
dmates tt' . To obtain these further terms one v/ould make use of
(100)
y,
=
y.
=
y,
=
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the complete system of invariants and covariants of K which has
been calculated and tabulated by Gordan.
4. A_Dejgenerat_e 0^as_e.
In the fixed spaces ,we have a system of polar conies c"^
and a system of twisted cubics C"^. Let us determine the configur-
ations of the curves and of the curve when the latter degenerates
At a flex point of K, for instance at t^ = 1 , t^ = t, = , we find
that all these curves are degenerate. For these values of t the 28
quadrics
,
<^'.^ on reduce to 14 and have the simple form
1/
y,
=
(102)
V z = -y _
y^yv^ -^-^^
y. y.=
z.
y z = y z ^
y z =
The common intersection of these fourteen quadrics is a degener-
ate e'. It is made up of seven lines each of which is determined
by five S^s. The seven lines are
y. y. =
y. y.
y, y,
=
y^ 2' =
y/ -Z; y;.
y^z^= y, z
1. 1, 1. 1^ 13
y.
=
y = Z/ -Z/ z, -z,
y.
=
-Zv Zv
y.
= -z^ z^ -z.
z, =
z.=
z^ =
''^ Mathematische Annalen, Vol. 27 (1886) ?• 217- , 259- ,
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where the blank spaces in the above scheme indicate that the line is
independent of that particular variable. This e'^ is invariant un-
der V,i43) , Under this transformation the line 1^ is unaltered and
the others are interchanged in pairs. The pairs are (16), (25), (34)
This y7 is made up by these lines intersecting in the follov;ing way
0T,T2,"23, 34,4^, 56',60". The intersection 34 is an invariant point
under V. In it is (1,0,0,0,0,0,0).
The line pairs Ts, 25, 34, project into three lines doubly cov-
ered in . These three lines in compose the degenerate G"^ and
are defined by the intersection of the planes j/; = y^ = 0, y^ = y^= 0,
7, - Yi. - ^ • They are such that one of them intersects the other two
which are skew lines. The pairs T2", 25 project into tne lines =
z^= in Sj^ . These lines are the degenerate conic in "6^^ . This conic
if
is the one found^we put t^= t, = 0, t^ = 1 in the polar conic of K .
5, Summary .
This resimie' will consist of three parts; (1) what has been ac-
complished, (2) v/hat problems are readily suggested, and (3) the dif-
ficulties that have been met.
(1) The well Imown elliptic modular functions associated with
the case n = 7 and the algebraic relations connecting them have been
readily found from the geometric point of view. The system of con-
tact cubics in C78), the coordinates of the modular lines L^,Lj,and
the parametric representation of the zero curve in are new types
of functions. The system of modular functions in Klein's nota-
tion contragredient to the U's in (90-) have not been found. This
See K. F. , Vol. 2 p. 39G
.
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system furnishes a curve of order 14 that has not been found,
(2) I shall mention briefly some of the problems that suggest
themselves for solution and which would yield new systems of modular
functions. The coordinates of the osculating planes of the curves
and c'* where they cross at the zero point in S^,and the coordi-
nates of the point where their line of intersection intersects the
half period plane v/ill be such systems. I have isolated the first
of these but its coordinates were so complicated that they have not
been incorporated in the discussion. The properties of the surface
generated by the variation of the C V70uld evidently be interesting.
(3) Perhaps the greatest difficulty that has been met is that
of algebraic manipulation. This has been due largely to the high
degree in which the forms entered, to the identity K connecting
their coefficients and to the polar conic 0^ relation in z and t.
These difficulties have made it impossible to develop in a natural
manner the quadratic irrationality which results from the isolation
of a pair of points in the involution on the curve E ,as has been
done by Dr. Miller (loo.cit.) in the cases for which p = 0. This has
been attempted in the following way. Solve the general bilinear
quadrios in 1^ for y^/ . The result is
(103) Y. = <^ f ( ) i = 0, 1, 2, 4.
Where cr is a proportionality factor. These values of y put in any
quadric in F, containing y and z give a result of the form
(104) 0-"f/ c^/z^) = f^( c.*- z^)
in which we must be able to factor f^ out of f, and then find cr as
the reciprocal of the square root of a form f„ {^^ '^'^ ) which would
then be the desirsd form, or an elliptic irrationality. This has
not been accomplished even though the most convenient set of values
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of tne °< 's and the simplest of the quadrics ^ v/ere sjected. oy the
a
similar use of (99), the jp in (99) has been isolated and gives rise
to the following parametric representation of the family of ellip-
tic norm curves.
y;= ( -St^t^t^z^- 2t, t^t^z,)(l2) + 2tUlz.(41)
y/= - tlt^z^(l2) + (t, tlt^z,- t't"z,)(41)
y^'= - t t't z, (24) 4 (t, t^t, z^- tU>J(12)
(105) ^
y'= _ t t z, (41) + (t t t z, - t t zh24)
7.;^ z, t, t^ t^ ^/~g(tV?r
zj= z,t, t^t^^/iu^?r
where g(t^z'') - W^[z.''(2tf+ ttj) + 2tz> t^ -f zzjt,t^^- 2tX)
+ ZZ. (-4tt- t t ) - 3ttzz^
Hence if the point t is on K, the above system maps the doubled 0*
upon an E^. It should be noted tnat for z at the zero point of
the y' 's vanish but for z at the half period points the z''s vanish.
The half period points have not been isolated in any definite way
The system (103) must be a mapping system for mapping tne doubled C
upon the doubled U"^ in . A plane section £/^.y. = is a cubic in z
which meets in 6 points but three of these must be fixed points
since this plane section intersects C in only tnree points . These
three fixed points are evidently the half period points and the base
points of the mapping system (103). This is in contrast to the sim-
pler case in (99) where the zero point is the base point of the map-
ping system. Consider the cubic in z which results from tne plane
section % A.y^ - 0. Since o< is linear in a parameter /<. on we have
the following noteworthy system
(106) f (/d-^, /I ,z^) =
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For fixed^ we find 3 fixed points P^- (i = 1,2,3) on C^. The
other three points P^', vary on C^'as 2. changes. But if A is fixed
and ju, varied, P^' are the fixed points and P^- are the variable
points. For fixed X and z in (106) we have a cubic in ju . The
roots of this cubic correspond to/the fact that on the modular line
L^, there will be three points for which the fixed triad P^- con-
tains a given z .
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